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Chen and Chen study effort in a minimum effort game varying whether subjects have a salient

ingroup or outgroup identity. They find that effort is higher for those with a salient ingroup identity.

Hypothesis to bet on:

Effort in a minimum effort game is higher for subjects with a salient ingroup identity than for

subjects with a salient outgroup identity (a comparison of mean effort between the Enhanced

Ingroup treatment and the Enhanced Outgroup treatment).

Power Analysis

The original p-value is 0.023 (a comparison of

the sum of the regression coefficients “Ingroup”

and “Ingroup * Enhanced” versus “Outgroup”

and “Outgroup * Enhanced” in the first column

in Table 2 and on page 2577 (random effects re-

gression, with clustering at the session level);

this tests the difference between the Enhanced

Ingroup treatment and the Enhanced Outgroup

treatment; in the replication only these two

treatment needs to be included and the differ-

ence tested with a single treatment dummy):

“A test that the sum of the coefficients on the

ingroup dummy and ingroup-enhanced interac-

tion term is equal to 0 yields p < 0.0001 for

column 1 and p = 0.0005 for column 2, while

a test that the previous sum is equal to the cor-

responding outgroup sum yields p = 0.023 for

column 1”

As this p-value is based on a regression model

including more than the two treatments in

the replication, we re-estimated the regression

model including only the two treatments of the

replication. This yielded a p-value of 0.033;

based on a χ2 test of the dummy variable for the

Enhanced Ingroup treatment (the original arti-

cle also tested the hypothesis with a χ2 test).

The original sample size is 72 participants (36

in the Enhanced Ingroup treatment and 36 in

the Enhanced Outgroup treatment). To achieve

90% power the required sample size is 166 par-

ticipants.

Sample

The sample for replication consists of 168 stu-

dents (84 participants in each treatment) at the

National University of Singapore. There are no

exclusion criteria.

Materials

We use the material of the original experi-

ment (programmed in z-Tree) along with the

original instructions, both available on the jour-

nal’s webpage.
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Procedure

We follow the procedure of the original arti-

cle, with only slight but unavoidable deviations

as outlined below. The following summary of

the experimental procedure is therefore based

on the section “III.B. Experimental Procedure”

(pp. 2570–2573) in the original study.

12 subjects in a session are randomly di-

vided into two groups. Each subject randomly

chooses an envelope which contains a red or

a green index card with a subject ID number

on it. Each subject is assigned to the red or

the green group based on this index card; each

group has 6 members.

Subjects are then given five minutes to review

five pairs of paintings, each of which contains

one painting by Paul Klee and one painting by

Wassily Kandinsky. Subjects are then shown

two final paintings and are told that each of

them was painted by either Klee or Kandinsky,

and that they both could have been painted by

the same artist. The subjects are asked to deter-

mine, within ten minutes, which artist painted

each of these final two paintings. Each subject

is allowed to use an online communication pro-

gram to discuss the problem with other mem-

bers of her own group. A subject is not required

to give answers that conform to any decision

reached by her group, and she is not required

to contribute to the discussion. For each correct

answer, a subject earns 350 tokens (the equiv-

alent of $1), though she is not told what the

correct responses are until the end of the exper-

iment.

Each subject then plays a minimum-effort

game for 50 rounds. For each round, each

subject is randomly rematched with one other

subject in the same session. In the Enhanced

Ingroup treatment subjects are matched only

with members of their own group, and in

the Enhanced Outgroup treatment subjects are

matched only with members of the other group.

At the end of the experiment subjects fill

out a post experimental survey which contains

questions about demographics, past giving be-

haviour, strategies used during the experiment,

group affiliation, and prior knowledge about the

artists and paintings.

In the original study, the experiment was car-

ried out in groups of 12 subjects per session. We

will include one group of 12 subjects from each

of the two treatments in each session (i.e. 24

subjects per session and 168 subjects in total).

Subjects will be randomly allocated to the two

treatments within each session.

After all rounds have been played, subjects

will be privately paid in cash using the same

show-up fee ($5) and incentives as in the orig-

inal study (average earnings were $11.69 per

subject in the original study).

Analysis

The analysis will be performed exactly as

in the original article using the random effects

regression specification without demographic

variables included.

Differences from Original Study

The replication procedure is identical to that

of the original study, with some unavoidable de-

viations. This replication will be performed at

the National University of Singapore in Singa-

pore, in 2015, on students from the National

University of Singapore, while the original data

was gathered at the University of Michigan in

Ann Arbor, USA, in 2007-2008, on students

from the University of Michigan (plus one stu-

dent from Eastern Michigan University and one

non-student). The experiment will be in En-

glish as in the original study.

The original study includes a control treat-

ment and also three “Near-minimal” treat-

ments: for the replication the focus is only on

the difference between the Enhanced Ingroup

treatment and the Enhanced Outgroup treat-

ment so only these two treatments will be in-

cluded.
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